To discover the entire Corinthian range, visit corinthian.com.au
Corinthian offers the largest range of doors and door systems designed, manufactured and tested to meet the regulatory requirements of building in a designated bushfire zone. Throughout this brochure look for the flame symbols that indicate the door design can be constructed to comply with BAL12.5 or BAL40 criteria as specified in AS3959. All BAL40 doors can be used in any bushfire attack zone up to and including BAL40.
Contemporary Entry Doors

First impressions are long lasting and your entry door sets the tone and character for the rest of your home. Whether grand and imposing, or sleek and sophisticated the range of contemporary entry doors are sure to impress and make a statement in style.
Pivot - Joinery

Grand, tall, wide, stunning. The pivot door system handles the weight of an imposing timber door with total ease and functionality. Crafted from select hardwoods and available with a range of glass options to suit your style, the pivot system includes high quality timber frame and commercial quality pivot fittings.

Featured door: Infinity Pivot
Stained Clear INFWS 11G
Pivot - Inserts

A flash of stainless steel set against glass and timber is truly breathtaking as these doors attest. These pivot doors are a fine example of craftsmanship that is at the cornerstone of Corinthian. If you appreciate ageless quality, and are looking for a statement piece for your home then these doors will impress. The pivot system includes high quality timber frame and commercial quality pivot fittings.
Pivot - Prime

Choose from eye-catching designs that can be painted in your choice of colour to suit your individual style. The workmanship employed in their construction delivers a durable, quality door. The pivot system includes high quality timber frame and commercial quality pivot fittings.

Featured door:
Deco Pivot
Painted Dulux Desire
DECOPV 2S
Infinity

A door design so versatile that they can fit anywhere. Infinity’s solid construction doors are highly durable, the extremely stable select hardwoods making them suitable for Australia’s hot and humid areas. The rich grain, classic stile and rail construction, and solid panels make Infinity an elegant choice.

Featured door: Infinity
Stained Clear
INF 5VG
Lumina
With inserts that appear to float in mid-air, these doors make a stunning addition while allowing abundant light to enter through. Constructed from Merbau and featuring stainless steel inlays the contrast is striking and contemporary. Choose from clear or translucent glass to complete the appearance.

Sunburst
The beautiful combination of rich timber and glass is perfected in this range. Take it a step further with a double door set to create the wow factor and an imposing first impression. Constructed from Merbau and available in a range of glass options.
Shiplap

If you love the warm, rustic charm of timber then a Shiplap entry door will surely suit. The beauty of Western Red Cedar is on show, with shiplap highlighting the colour and grain to their full potential. This quality door is made from solid timber construction and features matching vertical edge strips.

Infusion

Infusion entry doors take their cues from the best creations of European designers. The combination of select premium veneers and metal inlays make for a striking, unique and sophisticated style statement. Infusion entry doors are solid in their construction.

Elegance

The Elegance range of quality stain grade entry doors combines contrasting timber veneers and distinctive glazed apertures to deliver the ultimate in design chic. Elegance doors feature solid construction, square corner routing on both faces and a range of glazing options.
The sophisticated, clean lines of the Slimlite and Studio entry ranges are designed to complement the sleek, slim glass apertures, creating the ultimate in contemporary styling. With an extensive range of glass options available, plus veneer options in the Slimlite range, the possibilities are only limited by your imagination.

**Slimlite**

- PSLM 201 Prime
- PSLM 202 Prime
- PSLM 204 Prime
- PSLM 208 Prime

**Studio**

- PSTD 5V4 Prime
- PSTD 5V5 Prime
- PSTD 5V8 Prime

**Featured door:**

Slimlite
Painted Dulux Putty Pearl
PSLM 202
Madison

The popularity of Madison is a testament to its timeless appeal and unmatched versatility. The choice of veneers, eye-catching designs, array of glass options and matching sidelites provides a limitless palette to create a look as individual as you are.
Style, grace and grandeur are words that are often used to describe homes with a traditional style of architecture and appearance. The Corinthian range of traditional entry doors are in true keeping with this style of home and exude the timeless appeal of days gone by.
Windsor

Boasting the quality and charm of authentic joinery products, Windsor is the ideal complement to traditional architecture. It features select grade veneer finish and solid construction utilising traditional joinery stile and rail construction, solid timber panels and precision flush joints. The Windsor range of doors is suitable for staining or painting.
Urban

Subtle and stylish, the Urban range is designed to complement conservative architectural style. These smart designs are routed on both sides and finished in Corinthian’s signature square corner rout. This range is perfectly suited to urban living from apartments and villas to townhouses and suburban homes.

Featured doors:
Urban
Painted Dulux Cottontail
PURB 4
Classic

Classic designs are timeless. Detailed moulding to the exterior face and deep carved patterns on both sides of the door are complemented by Corinthian’s square corner rout. Doors with glass are made with solid construction, while non-glazed doors feature a Coritech core.

Solidcarve

Solidcarve doors have deep carved patterns on both sides on both sides of the door together with square corner routing. Doors with glass options are solid construction, while non-glazed doors have a Coritech core.
Contemporary Internal Doors

Contemporary Internal Doors

Corinthian takes internal doors from just being a functional necessity, to a design and style statement that will attract admiration. Taking cues from European designers, the latest advances in manufacture and trends in Australian interior design, Corinthian has honed its contemporary internal door collection to a range that is beautiful and unique, while meeting the exacting standards of the Australian homeowner.

Featured doors:
- Infusion
- Painted Dulux Whisper White
- Stained Clear
- FUSP 2W, FUSP 1W
Infusion

Infusion is a unique and contemporary door design, combining eye-catching panels of richly grained walnut veneer with a prime surface ready for painting. Add your own personality with a splash of contrasting or complementary colour.

The Infusion range will turn your door into something truly special. The innovative use of veneer and paint surfaces together will inspire you to turn your doors into furniture.
Featured door: Infusion
Painted Dulux Tranquil Retreat
Stained Clear
FUSP 2VW

Infusion

FUSP 1VEW
Prime/Walnut

FUSP 1W
Prime/Walnut

FUSP 2W
Prime/Walnut

FUSP 1W
Prime/Walnut

Featured door: Infusion
Painted Dulux Mauve Pansy
Stained Clear
FUSP 1VEW

Contemporary Internal
Infusion

The Infusion and Elegance veneer ranges are doors inspired by modern design trends. The natural beauty of timber shines on these unique doors with the innovative use of flush veneers with contrasting grains and patterns, providing you a canvas to stain in a tone that suits your own personal style.

Elegance

Teak/Dark Inlay
Oak/Dark Inlay

Teak/Ash
Teak/Sloping Ash
Elegant Oak/Oak

Featured door:
Infusion
Stained Clear
FUS 4L
Deco

The Deco internal door is elegant, functional and modern. The long clean horizontal and vertical grooves create a modern streamline style to suit a range of architectural styles and tastes. Deco doors have a thicker premium door skin achieving a better finish for gloss paints.
Madison

Gone are the days when little thought was given to the design and choice of a home’s internal doors. In today’s contemporary home, creating a total look is a must. The Madison internal range complements their namesake entry doors, making them perfect for continuity of design throughout the home. Available in veneer or prime option ready for painting and routered both sides with Corinthian’s square cut corner rout.

Motive

The Motive internal door brings a contemporary feel to any home. The subtle linear design is routered on both sides of the door with a square cut groove enabling distinctive shadowlines.

### Madison

**Featured door:**
Madison Internal Vertical Rosewood
Stained Clear
VMADIN 04

**PMADIN 101**
Prime

**PMADIN 104**
Prime

**PMADIN 04**
Prime

**PMADIN 4**
Prime

**Motive**

**PMOTP 2**
Prime

**PMOTP 2V**
Prime

**PMOTP 3D**
Prime

Motive square groove
Traditional Australian architecture and design is unique, and Corinthian’s range of internal doors are authentic in their style and construction. The timeless designs, fastidious detail and quality materials, will ensure that your traditional internal door will continue to complement your home for many years to come.
Moda

Moda doors are the essence of traditional. Constructed with quality stile and rail joinery techniques, the classic designs and proportions of this range will sit comfortably in almost any architectural era. Available as a solid door or a glazed door, with either clear or translucent glass, Moda comes pre-primed ready for your personal touch of colour.

Moda door styles available in MDF infill, clear glass and translucent glass.

Featured door:
Moda
Painted Dulux Hog Bristle
Translucent Glass
PMOD 4
Windsor

Windsor internal doors assure the look of authenticity with traditional stile and rail construction and the richly grained select veneer finish. The doors can be stained or painted and the space saving bi-folds are supplied with all the fittings you need to install them.

Rim

The Rim internal door beautifully showcases interior glazing for an impressive look throughout your home. Select from a wide range of glass types to complement the exceptional timber door construction. Explore the possibilities, as Rim doors give the humble internal door an exciting designer edge.

Arcadia

A modern masterpiece, Arcadia is the classic design statement in quality and craftsmanship. Fine Black Cherry veneer reveals rich colour with distinctive pattern and grain. This superb Arcadia door is enhanced by solid engineered construction, with traditional stile and rail.
Balmoral

Restrained, simple designs that will complement most home styles. Balmoral doors feature deep carved patterns on both sides with square corner routing. Matching bi-folds add to their versatility. Doors with glazing are solid construction while non-glazed doors feature a Coretech core. Bi-folds are supplied with all the fittings required for installation.
Impressions

You can make a great impression with these affordable doors. Whether you’re looking for the detailed appearance of woodgrain or the more subtle look that our smooth skin designs offer, the Impressions range has it.

Featured door:
Impressions
Painted Dulux Whisper White
ROC
Specialty Doors

Corinthian’s range of specialty doors ensure that you have a door solution for every part of your home. From the space saving cavity slider range to the largest range of bushfire rated doors, Corinthian’s ongoing innovation ensures that your home can be what you want it to be.

Featured door:
Infinity
Stained Clear
Translucent Glass
Slimline 6000 Cavity Slider
INFWS 6G
Bushfire Doors

Corinthian offers the largest range of doors designed and manufactured to meet the regulatory requirements of building in a designated bushfire zone. As well as the BAL40 range, we have a comprehensive range of doors that meet BAL12.5 criteria as specified in AS3959.

Select from either primed or veneer finished routered doors and sidelites, both with and without glazed openings. Or for a truly crafted door, we have a wide range of joinery doors and sidelites available in Merbau or Meranti, with or without glazed openings.

Look for the following symbols throughout the brochure to assist with your choice in bushfire doors.

BAL40  BAL12.5

Cavity Slider Solutions

Corinthian’s Slimline range is the ultimate space saver allowing you to utilise the floor and wall area that traditional doors cover. Incorporating leading edge technology in the track and roller system, now you don’t have to compromise design aesthetics. Corinthian offers a range of cavity door solutions for standard sized doors (Slimline 3000), floor to ceiling height doors (Slimline 9000), heavy timber and custom doors (Slimline 6000).

Features
• Can accommodate doors up to 125kg in weight.
• Can accommodate doors in standard heights of 2040mm and 2340mm as well as custom door heights and a wide range of widths.
• Easy removal of doors for painting or staining.
• Available in single or double openings.
• The roller mechanism is smooth and rattle free when in use and operates on a jump-proof twin roller track.

Note: Slimline 3000 maximum door weight 65kg, standard door heights 2040mm and 2340mm only.
Backdoor

Almost every home can use a simple and functional backdoor and Corinthian gives you three styles to choose from. Merbau, which is suitable for staining or painting; solid construction with a square routed face in prime finish; or flush faced non-solid construction with both prime and veneer options. There is also a range of glass available for each style to finish the look.

Interblind

It’s never been easier to control the light, the look and privacy of a room. Corinthian’s fully functional internal blind system lets you make the choice without any of the cleaning and maintenance hassles of conventional blinds. Magnetically driven, these fully functional blinds tilt a full 180° and raise and lower for complete visibility. The micro venetians are encased between two sheets of safety glass removing the need for cleaning or maintenance and are backed by a 20 year guarantee.
### General Information

- Corinthian door care and finishing information, installation instructions, trimming allowances and construction details can be found at corinthian.com.au or contact your local Corinthian office for further information.
- This brochure features an extensive range of Corinthian products that are generally available at the time of printing. However in the interest of quality and performance, availability of doors and designs may vary.
- Photographs or illustrations may not exactly depict the design, colour or specification accurately and Corinthian recommends visiting a showroom.
- Door designs and their availability, glass options and other door hardware may vary from state to state. Contact your local Corinthian office for further information.
- Due to the manufacturing process Corinthian cannot guarantee that horizontal rout lines will align on sets of double doors that have this feature.